This article revisits the representation of gender and femininity in Baudelaire's poems about the city, arguing that these works reveal a vision of femininity that cannot be reduced to the particularity through which the nineteenth-century individual is codified. While feminine figures abound in Baudelaire's oeuvre, most critical readings of the poet have concentrated on the tendency towards objectification, and even denigration, in his portrayal of women. By contrast, in its early stages this article reads 'À une passante' in conjunction with Baudelaire's observations from Mon Coeur mis à nu, Fusées, and Le Peintre de la vie moderne, suggesting that a form of femininity that I shall call 'feminine singularity' crystallizes in his work, and that it resists collectivization under the broader tenets of urban capital and political liberalism. The subsequent stages of the article discuss 'Les Sept Vieillards' and 'Les Petites Vieilles', arguing that there is a redrawing of gendered individuation in the Tableaux parisiens. Both of these poems approach gender ironically, using a grotesque mode of serialization to dissolve a conventional understanding of sexual difference predicated on binaries, reproduction, and heterosexual desire.
Of the many critical interpretations of Charles Baudelaire's life and work that have emerged since his death in 1867, the claim that he was a misogynist has enjoyed remarkable critical longevity.
1 Such persistent debate about his aversion to femininity is not so much an argument about his work as it is an observation based on his short life and personal writings that reflect, often in reactionary ways, on his relationships with several women (letters to his mother, and the more confessional prose collected in Mon Coeur mis à nu and Journaux intimes). Baudelaire's adult life, which he spent between Paris and Honfleur, included a few love affairs, notably with a half-Haitian woman, Jeanne Duval. It has long been a critical commonplace that the set of love poems in the section 'Spleen et idéal' from Les Fleurs du mal can be organized along a number of 'cycles' that correspond to specific feminine muses.
2 But as Rosemary Lloyd has incisively noted: 'between the women the poems evoke and the women Baudelaire knew in boarding rooms or salons, whom he had glimpsed in the street or gazed at on the stage, with whom he'd enjoyed unions of the mind or the body, the connections are tenuous to the extreme'. 3 Lloyd's comment highlights the obvious gap between Baudelaire's well-documented personal life and his treatment of femininity in his poetry. This is a gap that, when we look carefully, seems to be bridged by the theme of money rather than by women themselves. Baudelaire lacked and desired money for most of his life, but critiqued its circulation in his writing. 4 The other term that critics most often use to describe Baudelaire's relationship to femininity is 'ambivalence'. 5 This designation partially draws from the context of changing social norms in the wake of mid-nineteenth-century capitalism, which become manifest in Baudelaire's poetry through the visibility of the female prostitute. Witness, for example, the central place the woman in the street occupies in the opening verse of 'À une mendiante rousse':
Blanche fille aux cheveux roux, Dont la robe par ses trous Laisse voir la pauvreté Et la beauté. 6 More generally, critics have concentrated on the role of the feminine in Baudelaire's work as a site of degeneracy, false idealism, and commodification: a 'mass-produced article' in Walter Benjamin's words. 7 Beyond such attention-grabbing statements from Mon Coeur mis à nu as 'la femme est naturelle, c'est-à-dire abominable' (OC, I, 677; emphasis original), many of the poems from Les Fleurs du mal are also illustrations of this argument. We thus find the near-parodic comparison of a woman's eyes in 'La Chevelure' to the lights of the department stores: 'Tes yeux, illuminés ainsi que des boutiques' (OC, I, 27), or the infamous speaker of 'Une charogne', who compels his lover to stare at a carcass by the roadside that he compares to an inviting woman:
Les jambes en l'air, comme une femme lubrique, Brûlante et suant les poisons. (OC, I, 31) Following the often extreme sentiments in these poems, Kerry Weinberg asserts that 'since [woman's] only purpose [for Baudelaire] is to serve man and be used by him, she appears to be hardly more than an animal. The other extreme in this strange female polarity presents her in an exalted station, as a muse or a divine 3 Rosemary Lloyd, Baudelaire's World (Ithaca, NY: Cornell University Press, 2002), p. 92. 4 Françoise Meltzer makes the familiar observation that 'almost every one of Baudelaire's relationships, indeed his entire life, was tainted with the problem of money. At eighteen, Baudelaire inherited his father's fortune; within a year and a half, as is well known, he had spent nearly half of it'; Seeing Double: Baudelaire's Modernity (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 2011), p. inspiration'.
8 Certainly, we can pick and choose figures from anywhere in Baudelaire's lyrics and prose works that seem, on the surface, to illustrate a kind of reductive feminine indexicality that corroborates Charles Bernheimer's account of the misogynistic 'imagination of disgust' around female sexuality in the nineteenth century. 9 There are the '[f ]emmes damnées' from his set of banned poems about lesbianism; the unnamed women of the new music halls in Paris; and the exoticized addressee of 'À une dame créole', one of his earliest published works.
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These types are often read as a wider prelude to taxonomies of femininity associated with the critical groupings of decadence and aestheticism, and the now familiar figures -the femme fatale, the sick muse, the 'belle sorcière' -show up again and again in the later works of Algernon Charles Swinburne, J.-K. Huysmans, and Michael Field (pseud. for Katharine Bradley Harris and Edith Emma Cooper), for example.
But the problem with settling on this reading of Baudelaire's misogyny (besides the too easy conflation of private life and public writing) is that it misses a very basic idea about these poems, one that has been articulated by Lloyd: 'what makes Baudelaire different from almost all his contemporaries is that the women in his poetry are so often distinctively individual'. 11 In a similar vein, Christine Buci-Glucksmann has observed that in Baudelaire's writing 'the motif of the woman imposes, with its constancy, persistence and wealth of meanings, all its interpretative radicality', 12 while Peggy Kamuf ponders the fact that 'without a doubt Baudelairean lyricism is stamped everywhere, or almost, by a feminine appeal or an appeal to femininity'. 13 Finally, Deborah L. Parsons has argued that femininity in Baudelaire implies 'a concern with the place of women in the city and art of modernity that goes beyond personal prejudice'.
14 Because of the thematic, formal, and ideological saturation of femininity throughout Baudelaire's oeuvre, we are forced to confront the utter impossibility of sealing off the masculine-inflected agency of a misogynist lyric 'I' without having it dissolve the very moment we try to presuppose its stability. My argument in this article therefore starts with the fundamental assumption that when we pose the question of femininity's contours and effects in Baudelaire's works, we correspondingly pose the question of an entire political and structural system. One of the main reasons for this is that it proves impossible to separate Baudelaire's observations (on femininity, the individual, art, or the world at large) in his writing from the fraught centre of nineteenth-century Paris in the midst of Haussmannian transformation: an overhaul not only of streets, buildings, and commerce, but also of ideology, ways of thinking, and the axis of gendered subjectivity.
My assumption is one that most scholars of Baudelaire's works share but tend not to probe: the fact that femininity is poised at the intersection of major economic and political structural change in the mid nineteenth century, and is not simply an object of scrutiny for the shifting lens of medicine and statistics, both of which subjected women's bodies to rigid forms of taxonomy. More specifically, I argue here that femininity defines, rather than symptomatically reveals, the crossroads of two interrelated problems: firstly, the development of capital, and secondly, the political grounding of the liberal subject. Femininity defines this crossroads for one reason: in Baudelaire's works, the feminine continually escapes being seen as part of these dominant paradigms (capitalism and political liberalism) for understanding the twin poles of individuality and multiplicity. 'À une passante', for example, Baudelaire's supreme lyric expression of modern flânerie, is grounded in the impossible idealization of a feminine passer-by, a 'fugitive beauté' whom the city-dweller will never be able to grasp fully within his fractured realm of perception (OC, I, 92 -93). The sonnet launches with the cry of the personified modern street: 'La rue assourdissante autour de moi hurlait'. The assonance deepens the position of an already unmoored city-dweller on the brink of subjective dissolution. The opening quatrain relates the immediacy by which the speaker then encounters a woman in the street: 'une femme passa, d'une main fastueuse'. While the poem might contemplate the flâneur's binary perception of the woman as 'la douceur qui fascine et le plaisir qui tue', the terrible asymmetry of the two figuresthe drifting 'moi' and the indefinite yet singular 'une femme' -is difficult to miss. The final tercet deconstructs the traditional situation of unrequited love within modernity's collapse of space and time, maintaining the empty locus of femininity as its anchor point: Ailleurs, bien loin d'ici! trop tard! jamais peut-être! Car j'ignore où tu fuis, tu ne sais où je vais, Ô toi que j'eusse aimée, ô toi qui le savais! The force of this poetic strangeness is on an entirely different plane from the statements we find in Baudelaire's personal writings, which often appear to bait the reactionary leanings of a reader through sheer rhetoric. In 'À une passante', however, to abstract the woman from the mass in lyric terms -the speaker's impossible project -is equivalent to the liberal identification of this kind of feminine figure: it is a form of violent particularity that the 'passante' escapes entirely.
In its interrogation of the modern relationship between the individual and the mass, 'À une passante' recalls a number of particularizing mechanisms, notably the aesthetics of poetic selfhood, that demarcate the relationship between a subject and a greater whole. But, as we discover in this short lyric, this form of femininity I call 'feminine singularity' (which cannot be understood within a generalized group) frequently challenges the neutrality of the perceiving subject and his assumed grounding in any stable political and psychic foundations. For these reasons, femininity for Baudelaire becomes more than simply a conduit either to spiritual idealism or to calculated transgression. In the following sections, I trace some of Baudelaire's prose observations on the self in the crowds that bear on his representation of gendered existence, and follow with a close engagement with two central poems from the Tableaux parisiens. The first, 'Les Sept Vieillards', depicts the collapse of Oedipal masculinity through serialization, and the second, 'Les Petites Vieilles', considers feminine singularity as that which succeeds it in modernity.
'Le Fugitif et l'infini': femininity and the man of the crowds 'À une passante' offers a glimpse of a phenomenon in Baudelaire's writing: feminine singularity, or the form by which femininity consistently refuses collectivization, reappears frequently where collectivization takes on a specifically economic or political tenor. That alternative ideas of feminine possibility crystallize around the figure of the woman prostitute reveals a particular vanishing point at the centre of urban capital: a point at which traditional constellations of gendered difference seem to dissolve entirely. Here I turn briefly to some of Baudelaire's prose works to argue that this line of thinking often spills out of poetic language. In these essays and fragments (contrary to what a reader might infer) prostitution becomes anything but a personal issue for Baudelaire, and transforms instead into a vehicle for theoretical contemplations of the gendered individual and the social world. We can look first to a short observation from Mon Coeur mis à nu to consider the crucial nexus of femininity and modernity in his work: 'Goût invincible de la prostitution dans le coeur de l'homme, d'où naît son horreur de la solitude. -Il veut être deux. L'homme de génie veut être un, donc solitaire. La gloire, c'est rester un, et se prostituer d'une manière particulière' (OC, I, 700; emphases original). As we can see, Baudelaire opens up the precarious channel of the indefinite self 's relationship to a collective Other, symbolized by prostitution. Prostitution here functions as a conceptual problem, one of desire and action, as well as freedom and the aesthetic. The leap from individualized prostitute to the economy of prostitution as a metaphor was common in nineteenth-century literature and visual culture, as Bernheimer has demonstrated. The complexity of this movement involves, among other things, 'the force of contradictory impulses generated by the idea of prostitution: desire and its inevitable disappointment, the intimate contact of bodies and its demystification by monetary exchange, the ideal aspiration of love and the void enclosing each human being in his loneliness'. 15 What is interesting, nevertheless, is how Baudelaire dilutes this set of seemingly irresolvable tensions into the numeric problem of being a one within a two. This statement begins with the basic (though completely internalized) tenet of desire -becoming Other while simultaneously recognizing oneself -that exists as a dual, almost tyrannical psychic force. Further, Baudelaire affiliates the one with the solitary Romantic figure of the homme de génie. This is a form of solitary oneness drawn directly from the Romantic tradition with which Baudelaire maintains a complex relationship. 16 Here, the Romantic man of genius appears as a kind of scapegoat for larger issues of gendered self-definition. The one as solitary proves ultimately unsatisfactory, as does the two as mere reproduction. Something different is required: maintenance of the one within the two, or an enumeration of the poetic subject that exceeds the neat divisions of self and Other.
There are two additional points arising from this quotation that bear on Baudelaire's larger oeuvre, and that consequently draw us to the centrality of femininity to his thinking of urban modernity, masculine desire, and poetic subjectivity. One wonders first if Baudelaire is delineating an aesthetic theory of the impossible (figured as masculine) through the metaphor of prostitution, in which masculinity upholds the contours of a 'one' or an 'I' while still enjoying the pleasure of scattering itself within the precariousness of a feminine 'two' (symbolized ostensibly by prostitution). Yet within this dream of the pleasure of self-dissolution, l'homme de génie's actualized self remains in hypothetical form: he 'wants to be', but appears terrifyingly unrealized and unanchored. The conventional premium that Baudelaire places on genius here is rather a negative account of male sexuality much more central to a perilous modernity. This account primarily occurs through a form of counting: enumerating a one and a two signals a mode of gendered difference, and becomes the portal to understanding not just poetic selfhood but also far-reaching problems of sexual asymmetry and non-coincidence.
At issue, then, is the possibility that the solitary self is fundamentally unbearable, and in some ways this self must obey an internal command to 'prostitute' itself in order to exist at all. The opening fragment of Mon Coeur mis à nu bears out such an opposition: 'De la vaporization et de la centralisation du Moi. Tout est là' (OC, I, 676; emphasis original). The profound tension in which solitude has begun to operate in both of these comments has certain contextual roots. According to Pierre Pachet, 'solitude' in Baudelaire is a fundamentally unstable term rather than a Romantic carryover, for deeply politicized reasons: 'Si Baudelaire est au contraire avide de concentration de soi, c'est qu'il est sans illusion sur l'état démocratique et sur sa façon d'étouffer et d'encercler l'individualité un peu résistante'. 17 Pachet reminds us that the emergence of the modern phenomenon of democracy, what seemed to be a progressive development, actually destroys the idea of selfhood, and, by extension, undermines a particular form of oneness. When we consider that the undisputed neutrality of a masculine liberal self, or a Romantic genius, might be severely pre-empted by a modern democratic sphere, Baudelaire's mention of prostitution starts to resemble more of a radical possibility: one aligned with a kind of unspecified freedom.
Baudelaire puts this desire for freedom another way in Fusées, where he observes: 'Le plaisir d'être dans les foules est une expression mystérieuse de la 16 As a critic Baudelaire wrote extensively about le romantisme, particularly in visual art, for example in the Salon de 1846 under the title 'Qu'est-ce que le romantisme?' (OC, II, 420).
17 Pierre Pachet, Le Premier Venu: essai sur la politique baudelairienne (Paris: Denoël, 1976), p. 45.
jouissance de la multiplication du nombre' (OC, I, 649). This comment begins with the familiar subject of 'À une passante': an urban masculine self that dwells within the amazing sensorium of the city. Elsewhere in his writings, for example in his meditation on Constantin Guys, Le Peintre de la vie moderne, Baudelaire reprises this sentiment: 'c'est une immense jouissance que d'élire domicile dans le nombre, dans l'ondoyant, dans le mouvement, dans le fugitif et l'infini' (OC, II, 691).
Baudelaire quickly defamiliarizes the observation in both instances by converting the purely aesthetic notion of being in the crowds into the question of numerical proliferation. Richard Burton identifies this trope as 'Protean self-multiplication', but the clear-cut juxtaposition of 'jouissance', 'multiplication', and 'nombre' radicalizes mere protean changeability. 18 The sentence from Fusées transitions from pleasure to expression, and finally to 'jouissance' and 'multiplication' using the construction 'de la': this is in itself a syntactic form of numeric unravelling, similar to a Russian doll, in which each noun connects in serial fashion. The sentiment becomes more and more exhilarating as we realize the possible incompatibility of each term: the estrangement from one another of self, 'jouissance', 'plaisir', and 'foule' even as they are brought together by the logic of the sentence. The thrill of the numerical in this evocation of being in the crowd aligns itself with the lyric impossibility suggested by 'À une passante': the erosion of a single masculine self, and a movement towards 'l'infini', strongly associated by the poet with the feminine.
I investigate these moments in order to draw out a crucial point: when we look at the critical tradition of observing a form of modernity that Baudelaire inaugurated (and Benjamin revives in the twentieth century), femininity seems always to intervene in order to overturn the grounds of such observing. In his writings, Baudelaire consistently demonstrates openness to strangeness as a singularly feminine strain of possibility, in an effort to liberate thought from its dependence on stale ideas of unity and universality. Form and figure both subsequently refract the problem of feminine subjectivity throughout the critical conversation that begins with Baudelaire and develops into the twentieth century. Leo Bersani, for instance, in Baudelaire and Freud, makes the following compelling claim about the poet's aesthetic: ' The beautiful is always bizarre' -and the bizarre is constituted by a particularity so radical as to resist any generalizing enterprise. The particular is not necessarily a source of the general. It is as if a kind of exhilarating meaningless in the fragmented, madly diversified scenes of modern life led Baudelaire to the notion of a particularity which, as it were, goes nowhere, which is not a 'part' of anything. 19 Here Bersani refers to a comment Baudelaire makes in Le Peintre de la vie moderne. Baudelaire contends that the beautiful in modernity is an active principle that is unfinished, violent, and never entirely classifiable under familiar rubrics. Thus Baudelaire sums up Guys's aesthetic in the following terms: 'Il a cherché partout la 18 Prostitution in the form of the two, as Baudelaire discusses it in the comments I cite above, seems to unmask a generalized idea of femininity rather than strictly oppose, denigrate, or commodify it. In these instances, then, Baudelaire showcases a kind of short-circuiting that occurs when we try to move from the particular to the universal on the current of femininity. The terms of the particular and the universal thus reroute to something entirely different in Baudelaire's thought: an oscillation between singularity and infinity.
In what follows I discuss two of Baudelaire's poems from the Tableaux parisiens, 'Les Sept Vieillards' and its companion piece 'Les Petites Vieilles', in which counting to infinity manifests a different understanding of masculinity and femininity. Eliane F. Dalmolin has observed: 'The Baudelairean woman is always moving between two infinities, the infinitely ideal, mineral, whole, and the infinitely modern, fleshy, fragmented. It is from the space in-between that an immense number of women appear on the poetic scene of Les Fleurs du Mal'.
21 I extend this commentary to look more closely at what infinity stands for in Baudelaire's street poetry, which dissolves the very notion of an 'ideal' or a universal. What we find in these celebrated works is a revelation of the underside of liberal individuality and its glorification of youth, vigour, and sexual conservatism.
'Fantômes parisiens'
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Baudelaire composed both 'Les Sept Vieillards' and 'Les Petites Vieilles', along with his masterpiece 'Le Cygne', in the course of 1859. It is worth remembering that he dedicated all three poems to Victor Hugo, a paragon of the poetic establishment in contrast to enfant terrible Baudelaire. While Ross Chambers has observed that dedications in Baudelaire's work are often problematic in their intentions, he also notes that such a 'plain dedication' as these to Hugo points out certain aesthetic similarities ('sympathy for the wretched') as well as obvious differences ('Baudelairean empathy' as distinct from Hugo's 'optimistic occultism').
23
Let me briefly recount what is generally well known to scholars of this period. Baudelaire claimed to be drawing on Hugo's style for all three of these poems.
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Their relationship -both personal and literary -had been particularly fraught since 1840 when a young Baudelaire wrote Hugo a letter of admiration, stating: 'Je vous aime comme j'aime vos livres'. 25 In the late 1840s to 1850s -an extremely tense period in which Baudelaire abandoned his revolutionary impulses after the failed uprising of 1848 -Hugo became a relic of the bourgeois establishment for Baudelaire, despite the older writer's formal exile from France under the regime of Louis-Napoléon for 'antagonism'. 26 But when Hugo refused French amnesty in 1859 (he remained outside France until 1870), Baudelaire seemed to have shifted his sentiments towards something positive, soliciting approval of his work from the older writer, in no small part due to his financial struggles. 27 The details of their literary and personal relationship are too complex to cover here. Although Chambers argues that the dedication to Hugo serves to politicize these texts from a comfortable distance, I contend that the dedicatory gesture actually introduces an urgent set of angles -both social and political -to the overhaul of gender and femininity in these poems. 28 Besides the treatment of exile -all the figures in 'Les Sept Vieillards', 'Les Petites Vieilles', and 'Le Cygne' are outsiders -the poems also reveal the collapse of Oedipal idealism, with Hugo as the father figure, as a uniquely politicized sentiment influenced by, rather than distanced from Paris's regime changes and failed uprisings. A hollow patriarchy, shown to be heavily dilapidated in 'Les Sept Vieillards', is replaced by an approach to modernity that can only be read as singular and feminine, as 'Les Petites Vieilles' will articulate. The remainder of my discussion concentrates on 'Les Sept Vieillards' and 'Les Petites Vieilles', two poems that Nathaniel Wing has singled out in Fantômes parisiens for 'the uncanny emergence of the void'. 29 My analysis follows what I see as the structural progression of these poems away from an earlier vision of men and women towards something more future-oriented. 23 An overlooked point of contact between Hugo's writing and Baudelaire's 'Les Sept Vieillards' is the infinite as a concept that both writers approach numerically, as the title of Baudelaire's poem suggests. Gender dynamics are central to this point, as this poem and its companion piece, 'Les Petites Vieilles', deal with the serializing possibility, both monstrous and freeing, of old men and old women. In the former, a speaker hallucinates a seemingly endless parade of aged, potentially evil men, who are indistinguishable from one another and appear out of nowhere. In the latter, a similar speaker observes a series of old women with melancholy and depth, recalling how each woman reveals a certain kind of singularity. One section of his 'Réflexions sur quelques-uns de mes contemporains', Baudelaire's 1859 essay on Hugo, opens with a long exultation of the poet's ability to probe the infinite: 'l'excessif, l'immense, sont le domaine naturel de Victor Hugo' (OC, II, 137). At first glance, we might think this is not a version of infinity, but merely a kind of expansive form of ennoblement. But Baudelaire is not discussing a notion of infinity that has to do with Romantic vastness, as we see in his poems about the city in particular. Here it is worth quoting at length the definition Sartre provides on Baudelaire's understanding of infinity, a definition that bears on 'Les Sept Vieillards': L'infini, pour lui, n'est pas une immensité donnée et sans bornes, encore qu'il emploie quelquefois le mot dans ce sens. C'est très exactement ce qui n'est jamais fini, ce qui ne peut pas finir. La série des nombres sera infinie, par exemple, non par l'existence d'un très grand nombre que nous nommerions infini, mais par la possibilité permanente d'ajouter une unité à un nombre, aussi grand qu'il soit. Ainsi chaque nombre de la série a son au-delà, par rapport auquel il se définit et se place. Mais cet au-delà n'existe pas encore tout à fait: il faut que je le construise en ajoutant l'unité au nombre que je considère. Déjà il donne son sens à tous les nombres écrits et pourtant il est au bout d'une opération que je n'ai pas encore faite. Tel, l'infini baudelairien. 30 Despite Sartre's general disdain for Baudelaire -the majority of the study cited above essentially psychoanalyzes and condemns the poet's personality -this insight is striking in its precision and originality, since no prior commentator had identified this crucial element in the poet's oeuvre. Sartre helps define a numerically grounded concept of the infinite in Baudelaire's verse that we see operating in 'Les Sept Vieillards'. What Sartre defines in this passage as Baudelaire's idea of infinity is notably distinct from a version of infinity that is metaphysical, absolute, and totalizing. Both kinds of infinity recall Hegel's Science of Logic, in which he discusses the difference between 'genuine' infinity and its spurious 'bad' counterpart. 'Bad' infinity is a serial concept involving infinite addition and divisibility -a possibility that can be thought of as 'n+1' -and is therefore always incomplete. For Hegel, this march of the 'bad' infinity in serial fashion is merely a perpetual return to the finite, since it is always repeating and rehearsing its relationship with its own finiteness. If n+1 infinity can be thought of as a line, 'true infinity' has closed in on itself like a circle, as Hegel explains: 'the image of the true infinity, bent back into itself, becomes the circle, the line which has reached itself, which is closed and wholly present, without beginning and end '. 31 For Hegel, true infinity elevates itself beyond finiteness by incorporating the finite into itself fully: a kind of present embrace.
What I would like to suggest in light of Sartre's comment is that Baudelaire's infinity is indeed on the level of Hegel's 'bad' infinity, and yet does not partake in the endless rehearsal of the finite with which Hegel charges it. This is precisely because Baudelairean infinity cannot be elevated to the absolute level of the 'concept' by which true infinity opposes a static finiteness. 'Les Sept Vieillards' is therefore an example of Baudelaire contemplating 'bad' infinity while considering its structural possibility. The number seven already lends the poem a somewhat charged resonance that correlates with a form of 'badness', owing to its association with the occult. 32 The poem's celebrated opening lines, 'Fourmillante cité, cité pleine de rêves | Où le spectre en plein jour raccroche le passant!' (OC, I, 87 -88), recapitulate an increasingly familiar environment of the polluted and alien cityscape -one that conversely produces a heightened sense of the imaginary. The cityscape multiplies itself across numerous types of figures ('mystères', 'sèves', 'quais d'une rivière') as the speaker finds himself dragged rhetorically from 'brouillard' to 'vieillard', the visually imperfect rhyme producing what the verse declares:
Tout à coup, un vieillard dont les guenilles jaunes Imitaient la couleur de ce ciel pluvieux.
The old man is distinguished by his 'méchanceté', or evil glint in his eye, which anchors the turn in the poem towards an ironic and perverse blazon. The poem describes the old man in terms of various body parts that are shared by the man's double:
Son pareil le suivait: barbe, oeil, dos, bâton, loques, Nul trait ne distinguait, du même enfer venu, Ce jumeau centenaire, et ces spectres baroques Marchaient du même pas vers un but inconnu.
The doubling of the old men, as critics have remarked, bears the mark of the period's fascination with the fantastic. Yet not only is their utter sameness terrifying to the speaker, it also seems to generate ever-increasing numbers. No sooner has the speaker perceived the twin old men than five more appear: Furthermore, the literal as well as metaphorical presence of the overbearing yellow fog, and the repetition it inaugurates, tells us that we are in an industrial and capitalizing world, one in which accumulation is everywhere and nowhere, leading to the speaker's hallucinations. But this world is also uncanny, self-consciously spectral, and deeply ironic. The old men have no value as commodities under capital but continue to proliferate, like indistinguishable products. They hark back to a time of baroque evils but defiantly march on towards an unrecognizable futurity. Yet even if these repetitions appear out of capital, the grotesque edge of the poem speaks to the fact that its overriding logic is one geared towards infinity. Capital is its own infinity, its own circular transcendence: it cannot recognize the unfinished 'beyond' of 'bad' infinity to which it paradoxically owes the trope of serial repetition. But what is intriguing about this poem is that the circuit of repetition fails to close. Instead, the poem presents the possibility of an infinity that might destroy the speaker's grounding in finite presence (already tenuous in the poem):
Aurais-je, sans mourir, contemplé le huitième Sosie inexorable, ironique et fatal, Dégoûtant Phénix, fils et père de lui-même? -Mais je tournai le dos au cortège infernal.
The threat of n + 1 infinity -apparently arising from within capitalism's dead time -becomes too much for the speaker to absorb, despite the fact that the old men have a purchase on some kind of eternity ('Ces sept monstres hideux avaient l'air éternel').
The poem's revision of the grounds of gender is perhaps the most significant reflection of its ideological world. The kind of masculinity Baudelaire observes in the poem is merely the shadow of patriarchal authority, yet the old men certainly ironize the manner by which such authority reproduces itself (largely, as Freud will put it fifty years later, through taboo, prohibition, and the law). Terrifying repetition -in the form of non-reproductive and supernatural sameness -thereby signals a crucial break with Oedipal structure, as observed by Burton: 'at every point, "Les Sept Vieillards" inverts and subverts this classic myth'. 34 Rather, this series operates with a maniacal freedom that constructs the old men as 'son and father to themselves': a gross subversion of the primary grounds of gender organization under patriarchy. We have, once again, only a trace of its Other that the speaker identifies as a 'frisson fraternel': a brotherly sense of terror shared beyond the bounds of the poem. This frisson gestures to that notable line of Les Fleurs du mal 's opening poem, 'Au lecteur', which ends with the address: '-Hypocrite lecteur -mon semblable -mon frère!' (OC, I, 6). Whether these sentiments are a tragic plea, an outrageous mockery, or a damning curse, they puncture the veneer of modern citizenship that is organized around the inviolability of brotherhood (in other words, the legacy of 'Liberté, égalité, fraternité') by rendering it abject to begin with. At every step, then, 'Les Sept Vieillards' seeks to undo the very basic grounds by which subjects may organize their relationship with something larger than themselves.
The poem ends with the speaker irrevocably weakened and altered by what he has (supposedly) witnessed: 'Blessé par le mystère et par l'absurdité!' Yet the old men seem to have generated or unleashed a form of infinity into the world of the poem that has penetrated the speaker:
Et mon âme dansait, dansait, vieille gabarre Sans mâts, sur une mer monstrueuse et sans bords! (OC, I, 89)
Within the modernity Baudelaire investigates, the subject is inherently reducible to the structures that constitute and suffocate it: capitalism, liberalism, and bourgeois patriarchy. Yet, at the end of this poem, the speaker's soul touches a form of 'bad' or tainted infinity ('une mer monstrueuse') that has cleared these borders. 'Les Sept Vieillards' thus carefully imagines a form of serializing -depicted by the subjects least likely to possess any kind of value -which, in all its 'badness', manages to escape the systems of accumulation and individuation that would seem to underwrite it.
This narrative of tainted infinity towards which 'Les Sept Vieillards' directs us establishes the grounds for Baudelaire's revision of the structure of subject constitution in modernity. This might seem like a lofty claim, but what the poem does in its unusual set of images and ideas is nothing short of a complete overhaul of capitalism's vision: one that critiques a form of infinity that begins and ends with itself as absolute. Within this schema, as I have mentioned, a subject appears to be the grotesque consequence of what lies beyond it: capital, temporality, urbanity, and so on. Yet 'bad' infinity proliferates, rupturing the rigid economy of self and world (necessarily and always a question of gender for Baudelaire) to which mid-nineteenth-century Paris has capitulated. Notably, the poem does not deal with femininity, but only the denigration of Oedipal masculinity. Yet the fact that femininity is absent does not mean that it does not factor into the systems the poem contorts and refracts. When we look at 'Les Petites Vieilles', in which Baudelaire intervenes once more into this landscape, we see how the two poems work together to reimagine gender, and particularly femininity, as a question of singularity and seriality.
'Les Petites Vieilles' follows 'Les Sept Vieillards' in meditating on the series, but with a very different tenor. Certain elements remain constant in both poems: a dissolute but watchful speaker; a vision of Paris vibrating with derelict possibility; and the close scrutiny of the aged who operate on the fringes of the social world. Yet what distinguishes this poem, which focuses on elderly women, is that instead of depicting them in a series that leads to 'bad' infinity, the poem recognizes each one as singular:
Dans les plis sinueux des vieilles capitales, Où tout, même l'horreur, tourne aux enchantements, Je guette, obéissant à mes humeurs fatales, Des êtres singuliers, décrépits et charmants.
These four lines accentuate a further difference from 'Les Sept Vieillards'. Femininity in 'Les Petites Vieilles' allows the poem degrees of emotional engagement that the evil hallucinations in 'Les Sept Vieillards' can only mock from a distance: it is almost as if, with the imperfect rhyme of 'charmants' and 'enchantements' the speaker comments on the retreating spectre of the previous poem's affective register.
The structure of the poem suggests a clearer picture of the subjects the speaker is observing. The poem is arranged into four sections of varying number of stanzas. The four-line stanzas feature the same rhyme scheme as the previous poem (abab), yet the sounds are more discordant, manifesting the disjunction between the sight of the aged women and the environment they simultaneously arise from and yet to which they do not belong. Thus the lines that describe the old women contain a number of consonant clusters (notably the 'fr' sounds), suggesting, further, the asymmetry between the speaker's gaze and the vision of these women:
Ces monstres disloqués furent jadis des femmes, [. . .] Ils rampent, flagellés par les bises iniques Frémissant au fracas roulant des omnibus.
Despite the earlier discordance, the poem makes clear that the old women manifest a specific feminine presence that appears grotesque only to the unobservant individual, yet contains an epic, near unfathomable history that deserves a specific reverence. The speaker uses the language of obscure historical figures -'Laïs', the name of several courtesans, 'É ponine,' the executed wife of an ancient Gaulois Sabinus, and the priestess of Thalia -to stitch the present of denigrated and aged feminine figures together with an exalted genealogy, exclaiming that 'Toutes m'enivrent!' Further, the poem, in its second stanza, describes a rare moment (in Baudelaire's oeuvre) of profound tenderness:
Monstres brisés, bossus Ou tordus, aimons-les! ce sont encore des âmes.
The women pass in a series 'tout pareils à des marionnettes' but, unlike the seven old men, reveal to the speaker their inescapable human singularity rather than a hallucinatory sameness: 'ils ont les yeux divins de la petite fille'. As the poem progresses, the speaker is drawn further and further into the series precisely through differentiation. This later verse describes the women one by one: L'une, par sa patrie au Malheur exercée, L'autre, que son époux surchargea de douleurs, L'autre, par son enfant Madone transpercée, Toutes auraient pu faire un fleuve avec leurs pleurs! The stanza demonstrates, once again, a depth of understanding with regard to the old women -who have even less value than the old men in the social systemby implying that they exist outside the totalizing grip of the present, and thus remain privileged to a kind of epic humanity. Crucially, the above stanza describes the women as 'one' -again indefinite yet singular -then follows with a more general and contextual characterization. But even more startling is the structural work of this poem to rethink how femininity, as individual or in a group, can be understood within a modern way of seeing. This stanza thus exemplifies what Kamuf has claimed to be Baudelaire's specific idea of femininity:
This convertibility of the one and the many, which is the reserve of the 'poète actif et fécond,' points to a multiplicity other than the serial repetition of the mass commodity or those girls in the music-hall reviews, mentioned by Benjamin, who are all dressed in strictly identical fashion [. . .] I would venture to say it is the art of modern women in the sense that it recognizes itself in a proliferation of fugitive feminine figures without a common model, without reference to la femme en général.
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The series heroically defeats the general in this particular verse, yielding not just figures that are indistinguishable in their suffering, but ones that are relentlessly singular. They drift away from a clear relationship to a generalized idea of femininity, but as the poem strives to show, cannot be thought of as merely aberrant.
The changing landscape of Paris is not simply a quiet background to the speaker's watchful gaze. Rather, the poem casts a shrewd eye on the shifting arrangements of the Second Empire when the speaker contemplates the eventual death and burial of the old women. Françoise Meltzer has perceptively noted that Baudelaire's poems often involve a 'ghost economy' and that 'many of his poems concern not only ghosts but graveyards'. 36 And indeed, in this particular verse we do find an interest in death as a possible kind of renewal, a motif Meltzer identifies throughout Baudelaire's poems. However, the image of graves in 'Les Petites Vieilles' goes further than that, invoking a realm of insidious political change. The speaker observes the smallness of the women and their resemblance in size to little girls: il me semble toujours que cet être fragile S'en va tout doucement vers un nouveau berceau.
For the speaker, death may rehumanize those who have become only 'fantômes' in the 'fourmillant tableau' of Paris. He goes on to contemplate the size and shape of their coffins: À moins que, méditant sur la géométrie, Je ne cherche, à l'aspect de ces membres discords, Combien de fois il faut que l'ouvrier varie La forme de la boîte où l'on met tous ces corps.
The image appears once again to be aggressively grotesque, one in the vein of Baudelaire's general irony towards the human condition itself. But the motif of burial and coffins has far-reaching resonances in the urban climate of Paris in the 1850s and 1860s. The logistics of burying the dead within metropolitan Paris shifted radically from the mid eighteenth century to the late nineteenth, initiating nothing short of a 'cultural revolution' according to Burton in his history of 35 Kamuf, 'Baudelaire's Modern Woman', p. 4. 36 Meltzer, Seeing Double, p. 122.
revolutionary Paris, Blood in the City.
37 Parish and church graveyards were abolished in favour of mass burial grounds outside the city, where class markers took hold rather quickly. Bourgeois families earned their own private plots while workingclass Parisians were rendered anonymous in their graves. Furthermore, this pilgrimage of the dead to the periphery of the city is what effectively produced the Foucauldian structure of modern Parisian life in which 'death, detritus, drink, crime, prostitution, even labor itself were, quite simply, to be rendered invisible'.
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I would argue further that these divisions between the living and the dead, the sacred and the profane, and the rich and the poor hold up the central division of man and woman that forms the core of the bourgeois familial mythos. Thus, as Burton concludes, 'metropolis and necropolis became mirror images of each other' (ibid., p. 133).
Baudelaire's poetic scrutiny of the old women's coffins is therefore a highly charged image in the context of Paris's 'modernizing' policies, policies that forcibly created a new urban subject who is rendered spectral by burgeoning commodity culture. With this in mind, it becomes almost blasphemous (against the city and the Empire, which effectively poses as the new Father) for the speaker to call the old women 'Ruines! Ma famille!' Not only does this sentiment express a certain camaraderie between the invisible in Paris's 'sinuous folds'; it also undoes the tenets of bourgeois patriarchy -Burton's articulation of 'individual autonomy plus family solidarity' -that the new burial grounds sheltered and enshrined. 39 The speaker's identification with the old women, 'tout comme si j'étais votre père', further recalls a vision of paternity that this poem and its predecessor, 'Les Sept Vieillards', have put into question. With the edifice of patriarchy crumbling under the grounds of both of these poems, what emerges is a complex feminine singularity born of the delirium of the series.
Baudelaire's specific interest in the seriality of gendered existence, as I have shown, not only creates a rupture within capitalism's totalizing project, but also reveals that femininity is the crux of such a rethinking. My discussion has identified several significant places in Baudelaire's oeuvre that suggest that his depiction of feminine singularity -an understanding of femininity as structure, rather than anatomy or ideology -recurs throughout his prose and poetic works. This radicalization of femininity appears closely alongside his thinking about the city, but not as its subordinate. Rather, Baudelaire's poetic contemplation of the urban masculine self dissolves its agency in the face of new configurations of gendered subjects -ones that emerge out of the collapse of traditional ways of conceptualizing the links between particularity and collectivity. 38 Burton, Blood in the City, p. 132. 39 Burton, Blood in the City, p. 133.
